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The eJTect of pressure to 160 kilobars was measured on the absorption edges of the III-V compounds 
AISb, GaSb, InP, and InAs, the II-VI compou nds Cel S, CdSe, and CdTe, and the I-VII compounds CuCI, 
CuDr, and CuI. It is possible to discuss the Land structure of the IIl- V compounds with reasonable assur
ance relative to known group IV and III- V structures. f or the II-VI and I-VII compounds, ionic and other 
eJTects must be important. A number of new phase transit ions were noled at high pressure. For CuCI and 
CuBr the T-P curves of some of these tr;l mil' '" were established. 

T HE effect of pressure (in some cases as high as 1 ()() 
kilo bars) has been measured on the absorpt ion 

edges of a number of III-V, II-VI, and I-VII COIll 

pounds which have the zincblende or wurtzite structure 
at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. Pre
viouslyI,2 results have been published on certain group 
IV, III-V, and II- VI compounds. In the case of CuCl 
and CuBr the temperature shift of the phase boundaries 
of several pressure-induced phase transitions was also 
obtained. 

The experimental procedures have been previollsl y 
described,a .• except that the latest revised pressure 
calibration6 was used. In attempting quantitative inter
pretation of the results it must be kept in mind tha t the 
apparatus is not primarily suited to handling' these very 
brittle substances, and to obtaining quantitative resul ts 
in the pressure range below 20 kilobars. 

A. III-V COMPOUNDS 

The effects of pressure on the optical absorption 
spectra of the group III-V compounds AlSb, CaSb, 
InP, and InAs have been measured. In addi tioll,l i' 
investigation has been made to help identify the sourc<' 
of an absorption band on the long-wavelength side of 
the absorption edge of GaSb at higher pressures. 

AlSb was obtained from the Ohio Semiconducto r 
Company, Columbus, Ohio, in the form of a sec tion 
from a large polycrystalline ingot. Spectra were obtained 
for two samples, 11.3 and 12.4 mils in thickness. The 
DUR Spectrophotometer was used, with a tungsten 
lamp source and an RCA 7102 detector. A slit width of 
2.0 mm was used on the monocbromator. The reSUlting 
curves are nearly linear on a plot of (ax)l vs wave 
number. In the pressure runs, the long-wavelength 
transmission and the reflection correction varied only 

• This work was supported in part by U. S. Atomic Energy 
Commission, Chemical Engineering Project 5. 
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slightly between 10 and 50 ki!obars, indicating that no 
crushing of the sample occurred. The shift of the absorp
tion edge with pressure was measured from an initial 
value of 13 180 wave numbers at an absorption coeffi
cient of 30 cm- I , and is given in Fig. 1. The result is a 
monotonic red shift with increasing pressure, with a 
slope of -0.0016 ev/kilobar up to the highest pressure 
attained, SO kilobars. The total shift at 50 kilobars is 
660 wave numbers. 

GaSb was provided by Dr. J. H. I~acette, of the 
General Electric Research Laboratories, in the form of 
rectangular polished samples of three thicknesses, 4, 7, 
and 11 mils, having a carrier density of 3XlO17 cm-a. 
All spectra were obtained on the infrared spectrometer, 
with a tungsten lamp source and a PbS detector, with 
a sli t width of 2.0 mm on the monochromator. Spectra 
obtained for 11 and 4 mil samples at 1 atm located the 
absorption edge at 5500 cm- I for an absorption coeffi
cient of 30 cm- I . The shift of the absorption edge with 
pressure was measured in three runs, and the results are 
given in Fig. 2. There is an initial blue shift having a 
slopr of 0.01 20 ev/ kilobar. At 18 kilobars, there appears 
10 IJe a change of slope, to about 0.0073 ev/kilobar, and 
be tween 32 to 50 kilobars the shift of the edge appears 
to be leveling oJ1' and beginning to go red, with a maxi
mum blue shift of about 2750 cm- 1 at about 45 kilobars. 

I n each ru n, a broad absorption band appeared on 
the long-wavelength tail of the absorption edge at 
higher pressures. T his peak remained nearly constant 
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FIG. 1. Shift of AISb absorption edge with pressure. 
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FIG. 2. Shift of GaSb absorption edge with pressure. 

in intensity and location, as if the motion of the ah~(lrl' 
tion edge itself were exposing it, allowing it to lJL 

observed. The spectra from a typical run are show11 in 
Fig. 3. The peak in this case is centered at 6750 cm- I 

and has an absorption coefficient of 12 cm-1• In other 
runs, the absorption coefficient at this wave number 
varied from 6 to 35 CI11- 1 at a pressure of 42.5 kilobars. 
From 45 to 50 kilobars, in two runs, the intensity of the 
peak appeared to increase slightly, and remained more 
intense as the pressure was lowered. 

To help identify the source of the absorption peak, 
samples were subjected to various treatments before 
loading and running in the i-in. bomb. A 4 mil sample 
was heated in air for 40 hr at a temperature of 450°C, 
and cooled slowly. In the bomb at 42.5 kilobars, the 
absorption peak height was 32 cm-I • The reflection 
correction was about normal, and the long-wavelength 
transmission of the sample decreased only slightly at the 
highest pressure. Another 4-mil sample was given the 
same heat treatment in an evacuated Vycor tube. In 
this case; the peak height was about 9 cm-1, and was 
not affected by reducing the pressure from 42.5 kilobars 
to 1 atm, letting the bomb sit overnight and then 
increasing the pressure again to 42.5 kilobars. The long
wavelength transmission of the sample changed lillie 
under pressure, but the reflection correction had a slope 
about twice the normal value. In two separate experi
ments, 7 mil samples were bent to about 0.2% strain in 
the outer fibers, and spectra taken while bent, and after 
repeated flexing in opposite directions. The only appar
ent effect is an insignificant red shift on the edge, less 
than 100 wave numbers. One of these samples was then 

subjected to pres~ure , and at 42.5 kilobars, the absorp
I ion pea k heigh twas 18 cm- 1• The reflection correction 
;In(\ long-wavc!engt h transmission were normal. Finally, 
,In It mil sampk was cold-rolled by rolling a 1(,u' in. glass 
roc! over it in one direction about 50 limes with a down
ward force of 5 lb. A second sample mounted next to the 
lirst one crushed and broke up under this treatment. In 
the t -in. bomb at 42.5 kilobars, the peak height was 
7 em- I, and repeated cycling of the pressure between 
4-2 .5 kilobars and 1 a. tm had no effect 011 the peak. Also, 
a change in the intensity of the light passing through 
the sample, uy a factor of 25, had no significant effect 
Dn the peak height . 

Two x-ray powder diffraction pa tterns were outained 
for crushed GaSh samples which hac! been placed under 
JOU kilobars pressure for five minutes. No extra lines 
we re fo und in these pa tterns. The lattice spacings indi
ca te a cuue edge dimension of 6.10 angstrom units, and 
a Ga-Sb separa tion of 2.645 angstrom units. 

I nT> was obtained in the form of small irregularly 
shaped pieces of single crystal material, from Dr. A. A. 
Giardini, of the U. S. Army Signal R esearch and 
Development Laboratory. Spectra were obt ained on the 
infrared spec trometer, with a tungsten lam p source and 
a PbS detecLor, with a slit of 2.0 111m in the monochro
ma tor, for several unpolished samples in the i -in. bomb 
and a polished sample in the 'Hn bomb. Several loadings 
"'ere unsuccessful due to crushing of the samples, which 
appear to be extremely brittle. For the successful runs, 
the shift of the absorption edge with pressure was meas
ured from an initial value of 11100 wave numbers at 
an absorption coefficient of 30 cm- I • The results arc 
shown in Fig. 4. There is an initial blue shift with 
pressure up to about 40 kilobars, with a slope of 0.0046 
ev/ kilobar. Above 40 kilobars, a long tail develops on 
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the long-wavelengt h side of the absorption edge, :l ncl 
the edge begins to shift red rapidly. Above SO kilol);I!'.' 
the long-wa.velength transmission clropped orf rapidly, 
and the renection correction increased rapidly in slope, 
indica.ting that the sample was being crushed. The 
maximum blue shifl of the edge was 2500 wave numbers 
at about 45 kilobars. 

Jn1\s was obtained from the Ohio Semiconductor 
Company, in the form of a large polycrystalline sect ion, 
labeled "type IN.'' Samples for the ~-in. bomb were 
polished to thicknesses from 6.7 to 7.8 mils thick. 
Spectra were obtained in the infrared spectrometer, 
using a globar source and a thcl'Inocouple detector, with 
a slit of 2.0 mm in the monochromator. The absorpt ion 
curves at low pressures were very steep, increasing by 
two orders of magnitude within 300 wave numbers al 

1 atm. At higher pressures, the absorption cu rves 
became less steep, and at SO kilobars, the S,lIl1L' inn":lse 
required about 2000 wave numbers. The shill , Ihe 
absorption edge with pressure was measured II', '1 1 ;iIl 

initial value of 2460 wave numbers at an al '''orpt ion 
coclTlcient of 15 cm-1, and the results are shoWIl ill Fig. 
5. There is an initial blue shift up to 20 kilobars with a 
slope of 0.0048 ev/kilobar. At 20 kilobars, the shift wiLh 
pressure appears to decrease, and from 20 to SO kilobars, 
the slope of the shift is 0.0032 ev /ki lobar. The maxi
mum blue shift is about 1500 wave numbers at 50 
kilobars. 

It is apparent that the results obtained for AISb, 
GaSb, InP, and InAs are closely related to the results 
previously reported for Si and Ge,1 and for Gal', Cai\s, 
and GaSb.2 The similarities will be discussed bel0w. 

In the case of AlSb, the red sh ift with pressure indi
cates that the transition may be in the [100J direcLion, 
as is generally regarded to be the case also in Si. The 
slope of the shift for AlSb, -0.0016 ev/kilobar, com
pares with a slope of -0.0020 ev/kilobar1 and -0.0013 
ev/kilobar6 reported for Si, and the slope of -0.0017 
ev/kilobar2 reported for GaP, which is also interpreted 
as having a transition in the [100J direction. Thus, 
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FIG. 4. Shift of lnP absorption edge with pressure. 
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FIG. 5. Shifl of TnAs absorplion edge with pressure. 

although 1\ISb is isoelectronic with Cl', it may be more 
like Si in the relative order of the conduction band 
states. 

The initial blue sh ift in GaSb agrees with the data 
previously reported by Edwards, Slykhouse, and 
Dricb.mer.2 The slope of 0.0120 ev/kilobar compares 
with t he slope of 0.0123 ev /kilohar previously obtained,2 
and the slope of 0.0157 ev/kilobar reported by Taylor7 

for the pressure range 0-2 kilobars. The change in the 
slope at 18 kilohars indicates a change in the transition 
direction, and the slope of 0.0073 ev /kilobar is compar
able with the slope of 0.0080 ev/kilobar obtained for Ge, 
at about the same absorption coefficient for the indirect 
transition in the [l11J direction. If the shift in GaSb 
between 18 and 32 kilobars is extrapolated back to 1 
atm, it indicates an initial energy level about 700 wave 
numbers, or 0.09 ev, above the lowest energy level at 
1 atm . The interpretation of this picture is that the 
minimum energy gap in GaSb at 1 atm is at the zone 
center, and that the conduction band minima in the 
[111J direction are about 0.09 ev above that at the 
zone center. Zwerdling, et al. 8 showed through oscillatory 
magnetoabsorption measurements that the transition 
in GaSb is direct. If it is assumed that the [100J con
duction band minima move down at the rate of about 
- 0.0015 ev/ kilobar, the leveling off of the shift at about 
45 ki lobars indicates that the [100J minima are about 
O...!- ev above the [OOOJ minimum at atmospheric pres
sure. Ehrenreich and Olechna9 conclude that a con
sistent picture for GaAs places the [111J minima 0.25 ev 
above the [OOOJ min imum, and the [100J minima about 
0.5 ev above the [OOOJ minimum. It is quite likely, then, 
that GaSb has the same relative order of conduction 
band states as GaAs. 

InP ane! In \s can be assumed to have similar band 
structures since \\'eiss1o has found that in mixed crystals 
of the form In(AsvP I _ u), there is a linear relationship 
between y and the size of the forbidden energy gap. This 

7 J. H. Taylor, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 3, 121 (1958). 
8 S. Zwerdling, n. Lax, K. J. Button, and L. M. Roth, J. Phys. 

Chem. Solids 9, 320 (1959). 
g H. Ehrenreich and D. J. Olechna, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 5 151 

(1960). ' 
10 H. Weiss, Z. Naturforsch. lIa, 430 (1956) . 
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is in contrast to the situation for mixed crystals of the 
form Ga(AsI/P I_u)ll and for Ge-Si alloys,12.13 for which 
the relationship between composition and the size of the 
energy gap is not linear. In those cases the shift with 
pressure was also quite difTerent, comparing GaP with 
GaAs, or Si with Ge. In the case of InP and InAs, the 
shifts are quite similar, both having slopes of abou t 
0.0047 ev/kilobar obtained for InAs by Taylor7 frol11 
0-2 kilobars . Work done by Lax14 indicates tha t the 
conduction band minimum is probably at the wile 
center in InAs. Calculations by Kanel& of the absorptioll 
constant associated with direct transitions in the 
vicinity of the zone center agree fairly well wi th the 
experiments of Fan and Gobeli. lo The change in :;Iope 
of the shift of the absorption edge of In As with pressure 
is additional evidence that the initial transition is direct, 
since the same efTect was observed in the case of CaSb. 

B. II-VI COMPOUNDS 

The effects of pressure on the optical spectra oj ( '(1;;, 

CdSe, and CdTe have been measured, and the n "lill.
are presented and discussed below. In each ca~l', i ;lc 

shift of the optical absorption edge with pressure \\' , I!

measured, and a phase change observed. 

1. Experimental Results 

CdS was obtained from E. C. Stewart of the lTar~haw 
Chemical Company, in the form of large single crystals 
and polycrystalline masses, having the wurtzite stnl c
ture. Spectra were obtained on the DUR Spectro
photometer, using a tungsten lamp source and an RCA 
7102 photomultiplier detector. The results of a }-in. 
bomb run, and two ~-in. bomb runs are shown in Fig. 6. 
The shift with pressure was measured from an initial 
value of 19140 wave numbers at an absorption coe/li
cient of 30 cm-I • The edge shifts red irreversibly when 
the sample is ini tially pressed in, to a point about 230 
wave numbers red from the location of the absorption 
edge measured at one atmosphere. The slope of the 
shift from this point is 0.0033 ev/kilobar. A phase 
transition occurs, starting at about 27 .5 kilobars, and 
is essentially complete at about 40 kilobars. The 
absorption edge shifts red about 6000 wave numbers 
over the transition. In the high-pressure form, the 
absorption edge shifts very little up to SO kilobars, then 
begins to shift red. Between 60 and 160 kilobars, the 
average slope is about -0.0007 ev/kilobar. On reduc
tion of pressure, the reverse phase transition begins at 
10 kilobars, and does not appear to be complete at 1 atm 
even after letting the bomb stand for several days. The 

11 O. G. Folberth, Z, Naturforsch, lOn, 502 (1955). 
12 E. R. Johnson and S. M. Christian, Phys. Rev. 95, 560 (IC)SI). 
II R. Braunstein, A. R. Moore, and F. Herman, Phys. Rev. 109, 

695 (1958). 
J< B. Lax, Revs. Modern Phys. 30, 122 (1958). 
16 E. O. Kane, J. Phys. Chern. Solids 1, 249 (1956). 
18 H. Y. Fan and G. W. Gobeli, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 6, 21)S 

(1956). 
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FIG. 6. Shift of CdS ahsorption edge with pressure. 
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absorption edge moved back part way, but is still about 
4150 \\'ave numbers red f.rom the initial value. The 
progress of the phase transition was followed by meas
uring the change in intensity with pressure of the light 
Ir;lll~n i led by the sample at 10000 wave numbers. 
l;i~lI rc I'i is a plot of such data for a typical run involving 
;\ phase change in CdSe, which behaves very much like 
CdS. 

X-ray powdl'r diffraction patterns for 3 CdS samples 
\\'hich Lad been 111leler 50 kilobars pressure for several 
minu lL''; sho\\,l'd :l iaint line corresponding to a planar 
spacing oi 2.~lS \, which could be due to the 200 plane 
of the I.incblende st rucLure. Other strong lines in zinc
blencle pattern correspond too closely to strong lines 
in the wurtzi Le PrJ Item to 'be definitely identified. The 
lines in the diffraction patterns are much more difTuse 
than in a pattern [or a crushed CdS sample which had 
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not been under pressure, indicating lhat the h;gh 
pressure results in a much smaller particle sil-e. 

CdSe was obtained from Dr. R. H. Bube, of the RCA 
Laboralories, Princeton, New Jersey, in the form of 
small needles and plates having the wurtzile structure. 
Spectra were oblained on the infrared spectromeler. 
wilh a tungsten lamp source and PbS deteclor. The 
shift was measured from an initial value of 13 150 wave 
numbers, at an absorption coefficient of 60 em-I. The 
results are quite similar to those for CdS, and are shown 
in fig. 7. There is an initial irreversible red shifl of ahou t 
750 wave numbers when the sample is pressed ill, 

followed by a reversible blue shift wilh pre,;surc of 
0.0037 ev/kilobar. A phase transition begins at aiJout 
27 kilobars, and is complete at about 37 kilobars, as 
shown by a plot of light intensity vs pressure at 6500 
wave numbers, fig. 8. The absorplion edge of the new 
phase is about 8000 wave numbers red from that of the 
wurtzite phase. In the high-pressure phase, the edge 
shifts red reversibly with a slope of -0.0015 (; \'/kilobar 
up to 50 kilobars. The absorption edge returps loa Loul 
11 400 wave numbers, about 2500 wa\'e llll '''. (" red 
from lhe original location, and 1750 fro m the Z( I" ['oin L 

of measurement. 
In an investigation to determine the facto r" ,li(n , illg 

the initial irreversible red shift, several samples \lcre 
repealedly bent lo a strain of 0.2% in the outer libel'S, 
but lhis does not significantly aITect the location or 
shape of the absorption edge. Another sample was 
polished in several steps, from a thickness of 14.7 to 7.1 
mil s, taking speclra at each step. This also docs not 
signilicanlly affect the location or shape of lhe edge, 
with the sample thickness taken into account. Another 
sample was loaded into the i -in. bomb between thin 
plates of AgCl, which has much less shear strength than 
NaCI, in an effort lo reduce the shearing effect on the 
sample during ·the initial pressing in. In this case, the 
irreversible red shift took place in much the same way 
as for runs in which the sample was loaded in the 
usual way. 

CdTe was obtained from Dr. A. A. Giardini, of the 
U. S. Army Signal Research and Development Labora
tory, in the form of small pieces of single crystal materia l 
with the zincblende structure. Spectra were obtained 
on the infrared spectrometer, with a tungsten lamp 
source and a PbS detector. As in the case of CdS and 
CdSe, there is an initial irreversible red shift on being 
pressed in, so the shift was measured from an initial 
value of 11 630 wave numbers at an absorption coeffi
cient of 100 em- I. The edge shifts reversi bly from lhis 
point with a slope of 0.0044 ev/kilobar, up to about 3S 
kilobars, where a phase transition begins to o,'cur. Since 
the edge shifts at least 8000 wave numbers fed, l)cyond 
the range of the instrument, no spectra could he ob
tained above 39 kilobars. On reduction of prl'~sure, the 
reverse transition begins at about 20 kilobars, and the 
absorption edge returns to abou t 10 630 wave n Ulll bel'S. 
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From this point, increasing results in a blue shift with a 
slope of 0.00"18 ev/kilobar up to about 35 kilobars. The 
data npprar in Fig. 9. In several runs, a small absorption 
Lanel ap]!".trcd on the tail of the absorption edge, 
centered at al)out 10700 wave numbers, with a maxi
mum absorption coefficient of about 10 cm-I. This peak 
increases ill size above 35 kilobars, but is hidden by the 
recl shift due to the transition. 

The effecls of pressure on CdS, CdSe, and CdTe 
appear to be qui te similar, although the first two com-
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pounds have Lhe wurLziLe sLrucLure, while CdT~ kl~ 
the zincblende sLructure. This difference IlIU,,1 I)e 
considered in comparing Lhe resulLs for CdS and CdSc 
wiLh Lhose for CdTe and Lhose for the group 111 \ 0 
compounds considered above. 

The results for CdS and CdSe indica le that III(' 1':111<1 
strucLures arc similar. This would al so foll ol\' 1'1'<)111 IIi<' 
results of Khanseverov, ]{yvkin, and Agcl'"a,l, \111" 
found Lhat lhe energy gap varies in a smoot h (.JJ'\ (. 

with composiLion for solid soluLions of CelS and ('dS('. 
Thomas, Hopoeld, and Powerl 8 measured the absorp
lion coellicienL of CdS from 10 Lo .300 cm- I in jlolaril.ed 
light, from 20° to 300 0 K, in lhe region of the ahsorp t ion 
edge, and concluded I haL Lhe lransit ion was rI i r('rl a I 
Lhe zone center. However, Boer and C;u tjahr,'" froll1 
measuremcnts of the absorption constant al (1(( 11111 
3000K, concluded Lhat an indirect lransi t ion i I ",·! '1 1:; 
phonons was resjlonsible. The shifl of th e ;11" " ,I'll 

edge of CdS wit h pressure up to 4 kiloi>ars w as 11 1" r,'d 
by Gutsche211 who found a slope of (l.OO·' ·' ('\. Ii .11', 
co :npared wiLh t.he value 0,00.13 ev/ kilohar (/1I1.IIII(,ci 

in Lhis work. lIe also obtained a COIl1j1 I'<' ,s llJility 
(-dV /VdP) of 0.00166 per kilobar up to ., kiloIJ;!rs. 
Preliminary calculations on Lhe band strucLurc of ('d S 
have been started by Cohen and ReiLz.21 The shifts wi l Ii 
pressure of the ahsorption edges of Lhe high pr('sslire 
forms resemble the shifls of Lhe corresponding gro Ujl 
I- Vll cOl11jlounds much more Lhan Lhose of til(' ('O I'l'C

sponding group nr-:-v compounds. 
The blue shifL of Lhe absorpLion edge of ('dTe indi

cales lhaL the iniLial Lransilion is probably to ;l (Ollel ll\,

tion hand minimum eiLher in Lhe [111J dirert illil (II' aL 
lhe zone cenLer. An analysis of lhe shape of t he al)~<Jrp
lion edge according lo Lhe Lh eory of Ilarcleen, 111 ;11 t ,llId 
lTall,22 was carried ouL for CdTe by Davis and Shilii day~:1 
at various LemperaLures. The resulLs indicaLe LhaL Lhe 
10wesL conducLion band minima arc in [111 J directi( Jns, 
and 1.440 ev above Lhe valence band maximum al room 
lemperalure, and that lhe [OOOJ conduclion band 
minimum is at 1.505 ev, or 0.065 ev higher. 

The irreversible red shifls which occur in CelS, ('elSe, 
and CclTe on being pressed in, may conceivably be due 
to sLrain and shear, although the experimenls with CoSe 
failed lo produce this effect oUlside the bomb, or prevent 
it from occurring in lhe bombo The samples :ue very 
brillle, and many cracks probably develop when Lhey 
are pressed into Lhe sample chamber of Lhe bom h. 

17 R. L Kh:lnseverov, S. M. Ryvkin, and 1. N . Agceva, Soviet 
Phys.-Tech. Phys. 3, 453 (1958) . 

18 D. C. Thol11:ls, J. J. Hopfleld , :lnd M. Power, Phys. I{cv. 119, 
570 (1960). 

"K. W. Boer and II . Culjahr, Z. Physik 155,328 (1959). 
20 E. (;ulschc, N:llurwissc lI sclmflen ~5, 486 (1958). 
" D. A. Cohen and J. R. Rcilz, Dull. AI11. Phys. Soc. 5, 162 

(1 960) . 
22 J, Bardeen, F. C. Blalt , :lnd L. J. H:lII, Proceedillgs oj lite 

COlljcrCllec 011 Pltotoeolldlletivity, Allo ll lie City, 1954,' ediled by 
R. C. Dreckenridge ct at. (John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1956), 
pp. 146-154. 

23 P. W. Davis and T. S. ShilJiday, P~ys . Rev. 118, 102() (1960). 
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The phase lransilions occurring in CdS and CdSe 
uncleI' pressure arc quile sim ilar, bOlh in lhe pressure at 
which lhey take pia l'" ;lnd in lheir elTect on lhe localion 
of the absorpt ion edge. The aClual lhermodynamic 
transition poinls arc probably aboul19 kilobars in each 
(";IS(', with a region of indi ffe rence of ahoul H .. 12 kilouars 
Oil "ilher side of the thermodyn;lmic point. This can he 
S('('I\ ill Fig. S, for ;l lypic;tl CdSe run. Wilh eiLher in
(Te;I ,.;i ng or deneasing pressure, lhe lransilions require 
;tlH)lIl 10 kilobars to become essentially complele, once 
I hey h;lve begun. The lransilions do nol progress at 
COllstalll pressure, hUl only for a few seconds afler each 
prc"slIre inrrease. This mighl indicale lhal the lransi
tioll s arc of the diiTlisional lype, requiring a shear or 
:-.t rain mechanism to progress rapidly, 

:\ It hough 110 direct iclenLilicaLion of Lhe high-p ressure 
ph;I "6 ha:-. beell made, lhe x-ray pallerns for CdS 
whil 'h lias bl'('11 su bjec ted Lo high pressu re do show some 
l'\'idl'II("(, of a small amounl of the zincblende form being 
p r( ·~'·ilt. The shifts of Lhe absorption edges afler lhe 
t r;lllsi t iOlls i,)ok (,()nsiderably like lhe pressure shifls of 
thl' zin cbielldc pha~es of CuCI, CuBr, and CuI, which 
wil l be presented and discussed below. 

The phase tr;llIsition in CdTe resul ls in a fo rm wiLh 
an ellc rgy gap no larger Lhan aboul 0.35 ev, which could 
be wurtzite, ;1 ciistorled zincblende slruclure, or even 
Lhe liquid forl11. (Jll using approximale values of the heal 
of fusio n and volullle decrease on mel Ling for CdTe of 
]()=,= S kcal/lI1ole and 1O±4%, respeclively, lhe pressure 
requi red Lo hring Lhe melling poinl frolll lO-n ° Lo 27°C 
is 120=,= 90 kilolmrs, so lhat melLing is possible. The 
large volume decrease is reasonable, since Lhe average 
coordi naLion Jlumber in Lhe melt would probably be 6 
or X compared to <1 in Lhe solid. 

C. I- VII COMPOUNDS 

The effeci S o[ pressure on lhe opLical proper Lies and 
lallice stab ilily of Lhe group I-VII compounds CuCI, 
CuBr, and Cu[ h ~lve been measured, up Lo pressures of 
I GO kilolmrs. Each compound underwenL aL least two 
ph ase transiLions uncler pressure, and lhe shifLs of the 
absorption eoge5 were measured in each phase. The 
phase transiLions in CuCI and Cullr were sLudied in Lhe 
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high-lemperalure modification of lhe ·~-in. bornl" and 
lhe phase boundaries deterillined up to 160 kilo!J:II' ,1111! 
400°C. A small peak on lhe absorpt ion edg(' , I ( II ( '1 
was observed up lo 50 kilobars, and the shilt alII : Ilr" 
in inlensilY measured. These resulls arc pres('nlt d .. 1111 
discussed below. 

Reagenl grade CuCI from Fisher Scientilic ('011'1';111)' 
was repurified, and runs made in the ·~-in , IHll llb, I hI' 
~-in. bomh, and the high- leillpemture modi lical ion of 
lhe ~-in. bOlllh. Specl m and ligh l inlensi I y changes wi I h 
pressure and leillperature were ohtained on I he Dl ll{ 
Sperl rophotolll eter, using a (ungslen I:lllljl soun '(' and 
a IP2H pllO(olllultiplier detector. The shill of III(' 
absorpl ion edge with pressure was measured [roil' all 

inilial value o[ 25 ()~O w:we nUlllilers aL all :i1ISIIi'J II ion 
cocfr'cienl o[ 15 cm- I. The resulls are showil ill I.'ig. 10. 
The i ni t ial slope o[ the sh i [t is 0.0007 ev /k i loha 1', k v(·I 
ing ocr al ahout 3() ki loba rs, and sh i r Ii Ilg red r r0 11l ';0 I () 

SO kilobars. A phase transilion occurs :l( a!Joll l S·I 
kilohars, accoillpanied by achallge ill (he l(u ':llioll or IIII' 
absorpt ion edge of - I ()OO wave 11I1111l1ers. I n III(' 11('\1' 

slruclure, the edge shirts blue wiLh a slope of O.()()1O 
ev/kilobar, unlil a second phase change, hegilillilig al 
100 kilobars, causes a change in lhe 10caLion 01 I he 
absorplion edge of 1800 wave numbers. The direct ioll 
of shifl could nol be obLained in lhe highesl pressure 
form, because of the over-all loss of lighl due Lo Lhe 
previous lransilions. The purer lhe sample, the lower 
were lhe lransiLion pressures. One sample, which had 
been slored in a lighl-lighL bOLLle in a desiccator ior 
only IL few days afler rcplirilicatioll, re(illirec\ pressures 
up lo 100 kilohars lo complele lhe firsllrallsilion, and 
did noL hegin the second lrallsition unlil US kilobars' 
had been reached. 

The resulls of lhe combined high-lemperalure high
pressure rUllS arc shown in Fig. 11. The Lrallsilions were 
localed by following the changes in light inlensilY wiLh 
increasing lempera.Lure, wilh the pressure applied lo 
the ~-in. bomb remaining conslant, and also taking 
speclra at inlervals lo locate lhe absorplion edge. The 
samples did nol clear up complelely afler ea<:h t.ransi
Lion, and the defecls seemed lo hinder the following 
Lransilion, so lhat some transitions were c1illicult lo 
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find. l"ig. 11 is prolia]lly correcl only wilhin ahoul 10% 
due to inaccuracies illherent ill the mclhod. 

A slllall a.lJsorpl iOIl [lcak Oil the absorpt iOIl edge was 
sludied ill (lie A-in. 110mb, wilh a s:tnlpl(' 10 mils (hi(,\, 
cOlllain ing 10% Cut'l a.nd <)0% NaC!. The backgroulld 
:lhsorpt ion was corrected for by subl met ing a linear 
l:tngt'IlL hel\\'(,(,11 23000 and 29000 W,lve numhers, 011 

a plot of log(/,,/J) vs wave numher. The resulls are 
shown in hg. 12. II appears lhat the peak has at leasl 
L\\'o components, which change in relative slrength with 
increasing pressure. The peak, as :.t whole, shifts ahouL 
300 cm- I blue, and decreases in slrenglh by :.tbou t 
60 65% al 50 kilobars . Similar resulLs were obtaincd in 
a previous rUIl made by T, E. Slykhouse in this 
1,:11 HIraI ory. 

CuBr Regent. Crade powder was olitained from 
lVlaLhesoll, Colcman, and Hell Company, rcpurifiecl, 
and the saille lypes of runs made as for Cut'l, using Lhe 
same cqu ipmcnl. The shifL of lhe absorplion edge wilh 
pressure was measured from an iniLial value of 22 740 
wave numbers, at an absorplion coefiicienL of 15 Cln- 1• 

The resulls arc shown in Fig. 13. The absorplion edge 
shifls slightly blue up to 10 kilobars, lhen shifLs red 
wiLh a slope of about -0.0010 ev/kilobar up lo 50 
kilobars. One or more phase changes occur ncar 50 
kilobars, The reverse transilion, on reduclion of pres-
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sure, clearly involves two separate steps, spaced about 
5 kilobars apart, with the absorption edge returni ng 
only part of the way at each step. Completion of t. he 
transitions with increasing pressure results in a lo!al 
change in the location of the absorption edge of -Y)()() 

. wave numbers. The absorption edge in the l1 ( ,\ "r:~' 
appears to shift blue with pressure. Between SO ,I :1<1 ".~ 
kilobars, what appear to be two separate! rn 1'I11('il

. take place, moving the absorption edge ahoul l iDO 
wave numbers blue. In the highest pressure f(Ji"lll , I he 
absorption edge shifts red, with a slope of about to .OOl I) 

ev/kilobar. 
The phase equilibrium diagram obtained for CuJl r is 

shown in Fig. 14. Because of the many phase transitions, 
the high-temperature runs were more difTi cui t to 
analyse, although the large difference in the abs~rption 
edges, between the phase stable from 55 to 80 kJl,obars 
at room temperature, and the lowest and 11lghest 
pressure forms, was helpful in determini.ng t.he occur
rence of transitions. The curves drawn III FIg. 13 are 
probably accurate within 10-15%. 

Purified Reagent Grade CuI was obtained from 
Fisher Scientific Company, and room temperature 
pressure runs made up to 150 kilobars, with .the same 
equipment used for CuCI and CuBr. The shift of the 
absorption edge with pressure was measured from .an 
initial value of 23 550 wave numbers at an absorptIOn 
coefficient of 15 cm- I , and is shown in Fig. 15. Three 
distinct phase transitions took place, as indicated both 
by discontinuities in the shift of the edge, and by 
measurement of light intensity changes with pressure. 
These transitions occ.urred at 14, 41, and 80 kilobars, 
with changes in the location of the edge of 1300, .150, 
and 0 wave numbers, respectively. The slopes 01 the 
shift in the four separate phases were -0.00-11 , 
-0.0079, -0.0061, and -0.0022 ev/kilobar, in ord er 
of increasing pressure. 

The direction and slope of the absorption edge ,;hif!s 
in the zincblende form of CuCI and CuBr are so llewhat 
different and the shift of CuI quite different, than those 
of the corresponding group II-VI compounds, ZnS and 
ZnSe, which had blue shifts up to very high pressures, 
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with slopes of 0.0057 and 0.0060 ev/kilobar, respec
tivdy .2 However, the shifts of the edges are similar to 
tho~~ observed in the high-pressure forms of CdS and 
Cd \; which may have the zincblende structure. This 
WOIl !(I indica! e t hat the band structure picture used in 
interpreting the results for the group IV elements Si 
and ( ,(; and the ~roliP IU-V compounds GaP and GaAs, 
and \ lSh (;aSI:, Tn1', and InAs cannot be carried over 

) .. . 
wit i")ll t modification, to the heaVier and more IOmc 
grOll !) Jl- Yl rOl1lpollnds or any of the group I-VII 
COIIIj ,()uncls, which are quite ionic. Herman24 has in?i
call:d lhat tl ,is is th e case, because of the way the sIze 
of l he e ll cr~)' g;, p changes in isoelectronic sequences. 
CuCl, CuBr, and CuI have smaller energy gaps than 
would be otJtninccl from a reasonable extrapolation from 
the other mellliJers in the isoelectronic sequences, as do 
the high-prcssure forms of CdS and CdSe, which may 
have the zincblende structure. 

. Fescfcldt and Gyulai2& observed absorption peaks on 
the edges of CuCI, CuBr, and AgI, at 26870, and 
25320, and 23600 cm-1, respectively. The peak in CuCl 
is largest. Gross and Kaplyanskii26 observed this peak 
in a mixture of 10% CuCI in NaCl at 77°K, and found 
it to consist of a narrow component at 26 000 cm-I and 
a broad component from 26450 to 26970 cm- I

. The 
room temperature locations found here were 26 260 and 
26600 cm- I for the two components of the peak, 
indicating little or no temperature dependence of the 
peak energies. 

Seitz27 states that the peaks in CuCI and CuBr are 
probably due to dlo to d9s transitions in the Cu+ ion, 
which are allowed due to the tetrahedral symmetry of 
the lattice. 

There is undoubtedly a crystal field splitting of these 
levels due to t he lattice symmetry, and the 'effect of 
pressure may be further complex splitting and s;,ifting, 
resul ting in the observed blue shift. The loss in strength 

" F. Herman , J. Electronics 1, 103 (1955). 
~; f r. Fesefcldt and Z. Gyulai, Gottingen Nachr. 226 (1929). 
" G E. F. Gross and A. Kaplyanski, Optika i Spektroscopiya 2, 204 

(1957). 
27 F. Seitz, Revs. Modern Phys. 23, 328 (1951) . 
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of the peak with increasing pressure could ue: due to 
many possible eIT ects, including the changes in the Lack
ground absorption, pressure effects on lattice vil)ralions, 
production of lattice defects, or elT ect from the 1\ ael 
matrix in which the CuCI particles are dispersed. A dlo 

to dUs transilion requires a mixing of symmetrical and 
antisymmetrical slates, which is already present in the 
zincblende structure, but is somewhat increased by 
lattice vibrations. 

For complete understanding of the band structure, 
a wide variety of measurements would be necessary 011 

-'- --=-= 

each compound. It is hoped that these optical measure
ments will promote some general understanding of the 
band arrangement of compounds of the same crystal 
structure, and of the effects in going from a purely 
valence crystal to a largely ionic compound. 
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